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2AV1: Adjectives 

  Find the meaning of each English 

terms given, and write it in the box 

provided. 

Ask your partner “¿Cómo se 

escribe…?”, and give him/her the 

word in Spanish. He/she writes the 
Spanish word on his/her 

whiteboard, and shows it to you. If 

the answer is wrong or misspelled, 
you write an “x” on his/her paper in 

the box that corresponds to the 

word and whether it’s the 1st, 2nd or 
3rd time that you ask him/her to 

spell that word; then tell him/her 

what he/she needs to correct. Write 
a check mark if the answer is 

correct. 

Ask your partner “¿Cómo se 

dice…?”, and give the word in 

English. He/she writes the Spanish 
on his/her whiteboard, and shows it 

to you. If the answer is wrong or 

misspelled, write an “x” on his/her 
paper in the box that corresponds to 

the word and whether it’s the 1st, 

2nd or 3rd time that you ask him/her 
for the Spanish translation of that 

word; then tell him/her what he/she 

needs to correct. Write a check 
mark if the answer is correct. 

 Fold your paper over the line that follows the 

“English” column, and then again over the line right 

before the “self-quiz” so that only those two 
columns are showing and are lined up next to each 

other.  

 Write the Spanish for each English term.  

 When you’re done, unfold your paper so that you 
can see the Spanish equivalents.  

 Check your answers.  

 Leave alone the answers that are correct, and erase 
the answers that are either wrong or misspelled.  

 Fold your paper again, write the missing terms in the 
self-quiz, check, and erase what’s incorrect.  

 Continue this process until every answer is correct. 

 English Spanish equivalent 1
st
 

time 
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time 
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rd
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time 
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rd

 

time 

Self-quiz 

1) boring         

2) active         

3) tall         

4) unfriendly         

5) athletic         

6) short         

7) pretty         

8) funny         

9) outgoing         

10) good-looking         

11) intellectual         

12) intelligent         

13) dark-haired/ dark-skinned         

14) red-haired         

15) lazy         

16) romantic         

17) blond(e)         

18) serious         

19) friendly         

20) shy         

21) silly/dumb         

22) What are you like?         

23) a little         

24) quite `        

25)  very         

26)  also         


